Join us for Heads to the Hill 2020!

Registration for Heads to the Hill 2020 is open! Your participation is critical to one day conquering brain tumors. Join us and volunteer advocates - patients, survivors, caregivers, family, friends, medical professionals; and executives - to advocate for our nation at the Hill to rally Congress our community’s need; more research, better treatments, and cures. Our group will be that necessary reminder, that those who are affected and impacted deserve the best health care for brain tumors and other brain diseases.

This year, we are also extending an especially a special invitation to older children and teens to come and stand with our young advocates.

Heads to the Hill is part of the Hope Weekend in Washington, DC, a series of events for the brain tumor community to rally, raise needed funds and advocate. This year, our theme is "Rally the troops in the fight against brain tumor." Join the efforts to rally the troops to fight brain tumor.

Want to learn more about Heads to the Hill? Watch our previous recorded event, "Heads to the Hill: Raising Awareness," and hear directly from your fellow advocates.

REGISTER NOW

Research through the Department of Defense (PRCRP)

Six years ago, the National Brain Tumor Society saw a tremendous opportunity to connect our congressional members of Congress to the Peer Reviewed Cancer Research Program (PRCRP) of the Department of Defense. The Peer Reviewed Cancer Research Program (PRCRP) is a peer-reviewed process to provide funding to researchers to support promising medical research for the future. This year, we are looking for researchers to apply for the program.

Don’t miss out on this opportunity to apply for a scholarship! Please visit the scholarship application page.

DONATE NOW

612x4061.0